
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
manufacturing consultant. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manufacturing consultant

Interface with CMOs (contract manufacturing companies), quality, supply
chain, development and other partners to effectively manage scheduling,
manufacture, release and logistics of investigational materials to support
clinical trials
Interface with CMOs to manage the technical transfer of pilot plant processes
Work closely with drug product development group to support
manufacturing process development, scale-up and technology transfer
activities
Optimize the business processes by addressing strategic drivers, initiatives
and needs with business solutions
Define the Implementation Framework and keep conceptual ownership of
projects and programs
Work with customers to determine breadth and depth of needs by identifying
and mapping business requirements to functions, solutions and design
workflows within business processes
Develop required level of knowledge of customers' business process,
workflows, and requirements in order to build "trusted advisor" relationships
with customers
Supports and guides process assessments and project assessments
Must be available and able to travel overnight throughout North America, as
this position requires 80%+ overnight travel
Evaluate, conduct and document referrals from underwriters on accounts or
coverage with higher hazards, highest complexity, higher limits, or larger
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Qualifications for manufacturing consultant

Solid knowledge in system-level lean transformation tools and techniques
rooted in the Toyota Production System, , Kaizen methods, TP, TQM, policy
deployment, JIT, Kanban, Hoshin, SMED, 5S, Poka Yoke
Previous experience in operations, implementation of Lean Manufacturing
concepts or Six Sigma
5-10 years’ hands-on experience in a high performance manufacturing
environment is required, where your role directly lead to demonstrable
performance improvement & change management
Demonstrated track record in client development in a Seller/Doer
environmental consulting services business model
A four-year technical degree
Must have a heavy background in Distribution


